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In logarithmic conformal eld theory, primary elds come together with logarithmic part-
ner elds on which the stress-energy tensor acts non-diagonally. Exploiting this fact
and global conformal invariance of two- and three-point functions, operator product ex-
pansions of logarithmic operators in arbitrary rank logarithmic conformal eld theory
are derived.
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I. Introduction
During the last few years, so-called logarithmic conformal eld theory (LCFT) estab-
lished itself as a well-dened new animal in the zoo of conformal eld theories in two
dimensions. To our knowledge, logarithmic singularities in correlation functions were
rst noted by Knizhnik back in 1987 [41]. Six years later, the concept of a confor-
mal eld theory with logarithmic divergent behaviour was introduced by Gurarie [27].
From then one, there has been a considerable amount of work on analysing the gen-
eral structure of LCFTs, which by now has generalized almost all of the basic notions
and tools of (rational) conformal eld theories, such as null vectors, characters, partition
functions, fusion rules, modular invariance etc., to the logarithmic case, see for example
[16, 34, 21, 67, 70, 23, 46, 68, 13, 38, 58, 60, 25] and references therein. Besides the
best understood main example of the logarithmic c = −2 theory and its cp,1 relatives,
other specic models were considered such as WZW models [1, 45, 64, 65, 22] and LCFTs
related to supergroups and supersymmetry [71, 11, 39, 37, 55, 2, 51].
Also, quite a number of applications have already been pursued, and LCFTs have
emerged in many dierent areas by now. Sometimes, longstanding puzzles in the descrip-
tion of certain theoretical models could be resolved, e.g. the Haldane-Rezzayi state in the
fractional quantum Hall eect [28, 7], multi-fractality [12], or two-dimensional conformal
turbulence [18, 66, 74]. Other applications worth mentioning are gravitational dressing
[5], polymers and abelian sandpiles [72, 33, 8, 57], the (fractional) quantum Hall eect
[17, 31, 49], and { perhaps most importantly { disorder [9, 43, 56, 29, 10, 69, 30, 3, 4].
Finally, there are even applications in string theory [42], especially in D-brane recoil
[14, 44, 15, 59, 52, 6, 53, 26], AdS/CFT correspondence [24, 40, 35, 47, 63, 48, 73, 62],
as well as in Seiberg-Witten solutions to supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories, e.g. [19],
Last, but not least, a recent focus of research on LCFTs is in its boundary conformal eld
theory aspects [60, 50, 54, 32, 36].
However, the computation of correlation functions within an LCFT still remains di-
cult, and only in a few cases, four-point functions (or even higher-point functions) could
be obtained explicitly. The main reason for this obstruction is that the representation
theory of the Virasoro algebra is much more complicated in the LCFT case due to the fact
that there exist indecomposable but non-irreducible representations (Jordan cells). This
fact has many wide ranging implications. First of all, it is responsible for the appearance
of logarithmic singularities in correlation functions. Furthermore, it makes it necessary
to generalize almost every notion of (rational) conformal eld theory, e.g. characters,
highest-weight modules, null vectors etc.
In particular, what was lacking so far is a consistent generic form of operator product
expansions (OPEs) between arbitrary rank logarithmic elds. Although such OPEs can be
derived from co-product considerations in the purely representation theoretical framework
[34, 21], a direct approach trying to x the generic form from global conformal covariance
of the elds is clearly desirable. For the simple case of a rank two LCFT, where Jordan
cells are two-dimensional, it was known since some time [27, 9] that the two-point functions
of a primary (h;0)(z) and its only logarithmic partner Ψ(h;1)(z) are
h(h;0)(z)(h;0)(w)i = 0 ,
h(h;0)(z)(h;1)(w)i = D(h,h;1)(z − w)−2h , (1.1)
h(h;0)(z)(h;1)(w)i = [D(h,h;2) − 2D(h,h;1) log(z −w)](z − w)−2h .
However, as we shall see, even in this simple case OPEs turn out to be more complicated,
and one needs all possible three-point functions as well. First results in this direction can
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be found in [23, 38, 61]. Here we will close this gap and provide the general structure of
OPEs for elds constituting arbitrary rank Jordan cells.
Let us briefly outline the basic problem: In ordinary conformal eld theory, the generic
structure of the operator product expansion is xed upto structure constants which depend










ij (z −w)jfngjΨ(−fng)hk (w)
1
A . (1.2)
Here, the elds Ψh are primaries, and the coecients β
k,fng
ij of the descendant con-
tributions Ψ(−fng)h = L−fngΨh = L−n1L−n2 . . . L−nlΨh are entirely xed by conformal
covariance. The point is that the structure constants C kij can be easily determined if
the two- and three-point functions are known. In fact, these dene constants Dij =
hΨhi(1)Ψhj (0)i and Cijk = hΨhi(1)Ψhj (1)Ψhk(0)i respectively, where Dij is usually a
diagonal matrix, i.e. Dij / δhi,hj . The two-point functions dene a metric on the space of
elds, such that this metric Dij and its inverse can be used to lower and raise indices (in
eld space) respectively. In particular, the OPE structure constants are simply given by
C kij = CijlD
lk . (1.3)
Now, in logarithmic conformal eld theory, the metric induced by the two-point functions
is no longer diagonal { see (1.1) for the simplest case, where the metric, restricted to xed




. Note that, even worse, the metric
cannot any longer be factorized in a coordinate dependent part and a purely constant
part. It is the purpose of this paper to work out this metric together with all needed
three-point functions in order to nd the correct equivlanet to (1.3) in the logarithmic
case.
To start with, we x some notation. In general, a rank r Jordan cell is spanned by r
states fjh; r − 1i, . . . , jh; 1i, jh; 0ig with the property
L0jh; ki = hjh; ki + (1− δk,0)jh; k − 1i . (1.4)
These states are dened via limz!0 Ψ(h;k)(z)j0i = jh; ki, where j0i denotes the SL(2,C)
invariant vacuum with Lnj0i = 0 8 n  −1. Here, h(z)  Ψ(h;0)(z) is a proper primary
eld, while the elds Ψ(h;k)(z) with 0 < k < r are its logarithmic partners. For com-
pleteness, we note that within a logarithmic CFT, Jordan cells of dierent rank might
occur, i.e. r = r(h) might be a function of the conformal weight of the corresponding
proper primary eld which forms the only proper irreducible subrepresentation within the
module of descendants of the Jordan cell. Of course, if r = 1, the Jordan cell reduces to
an ordinary highest weight state, and its module of descendants to an ordinary Verma
module. For more precise denitions see [70]. However, we will see later that consistency
of the operator algebra makes it virtually impossible that Jordan cells of dierent ranks
occur within the same LCFT.
In order to distinguish between the primary elds h(z)  Ψ(h;0)(z) in a Jordan cell
and so-called pre-logarithmic primary elds, we call the former proper primary elds. Pre-
logarithmic elds are Virasoro primary elds, whose operator product expansions among
themselves might lead to logarithmic elds [46]. Typically, pre-logarithmic elds turn
out to be twist elds. We also say that the eld Ψ(h;k) has Jordan level k in its Jordan
cell, abbreviated as J-level k. Proper primary elds have J-level zero by denition. Twist
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elds do not possess a well-dened J-level. Instead, they carry a fractional charge q = k/n
whose denominator denotes the branching number. Logarithmic operators can appear in
OPEs of twist elds χh(q) and χh(q0), whenever q + q0 2 Z.
II. SL(2, C) Covariance
In ordinary CFT, two- and three-point functions are determined upto constants which
determine the operator algebra and must be xed by the associativity of the operator
product expansion. Moreover, one-point functions are trivial, i.e. hh(z)i = δh,0, although
Zamolodchikov pointed out a long time ago, that in non-unitary CFTs, non-vanishing one-
point functions might be possible. For the beginning, we consider only the chiral half of
the theory, but keep in mind that LCFTs are known not to factorize entirely into chiral
and anti-chiral halfs.
In logarithmic CFT, as shown in the latter two references in [16], the action of the
Virasoro modes receives an additional non-diagonal term, namely




zi∂i + (n + 1)(hi + δ^hi)
i
hΨ(h1;k1)(z1) . . . Ψ(hn;kn)(zn)i (2.1)
where n 2 Z and the o-diagonal action is δ^hiΨ(hj ;kj)(z) = δijΨ(hj ;kj−1)(z) for kj > 0 and
δ^hiΨ(hj ;0)(z) = 0. This little extension has tremendous consequences. As we are going to
show, even the simplest quantities, namely the one-point functions, are severely modied
in their behavior. To start with, we recall that only innitesimal conformal transforma-
tions in the algebra sl(2,C) can be integrated to global conformal transformation on the
Riemann sphere. Thus, only the generators L−1, L0, and L1 of the Mo¨bius group admit





L−1G(z1, . . . zn) =
P
i ∂iG(z1, . . . zn) ,
L0G(z1, . . . zn) =
P
i(zi∂i + hi + δ^hi)G(z1, . . . zn) ,




i ∂i + 2zi[hi + δ^hi ])G(z1, . . . zn) ,
(2.2)
where G(z1, . . . zn) denotes an arbitrary n-point function hΨ(h1;k1)(z1) . . . Ψ(hn;kn)(zn)i of
primary elds and/or their logarithmic partner elds. Here, we already have written down
the Ward identities in the form valid for logarithmic conformal eld theories.
II.1. One-point Functions
Let us now apply the Ward identities (2.2) to an arbitrary one-point function G(z) =
hΨ(h;k)(z)i of a eld in a rank r Jordan cell. The identity for L−1 states translational
invariance such that G(z) = E(h;k) must be a constant independent of the position z. But
the identity for L0, stating scaling and rotational invariance, leads to the condition
hE(h;k) + (1− δk,0)E(h;k−1) = 0 . (2.3)
In case of the one-point functions, special conformal transformations do not yield an
additional constraint. However, the above condition immediately results in the recursive
relation, E(h;r−1−l) = (−h)lE(h;r−1), such that, if E(h;r−1) is non-zero, automatically all
other one-point functions in this Jordan cell also do not vanish, as long as h 6= 0. For
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h = 0, the only non-vanishing one-point function is the one of highest possible J-level,
i.e. E(h;r−1) 6= 0, E(h;k) = 0 for 0  k < r − 1. Note that E(h=0;r−1) must be non-zero.
Otherwise, the whole Jordan module to elds of scaling dimension zero could be removed
from the theory, since it were orthogonal to all other states. Then, the remaining CFT
would not have a vacuum state. To be specic, we from now on normalize E(0;r−1) = 1.
II.2. Two-point Functions
The next step is to consider two-point functions G = hΨ(h1;k1)(z1)Ψ(h2;k2)(z2)i of two
elds belonging to Jordan cells of ranks r1, r2 respectively. Translational invariance tells
us that G = G(z12) is a function of the distance only. Scaling invariance then leads to the
ordinary rst order dierential equation
(z12∂z12 + h1 + h2) G(z12) + hΨ(h1;k1−1)(z1)Ψ(h2;k2)(z2)i+ hΨ(h1;k1)(z1)Ψ(h2;k2−1)(z2)i .
(2.4)
The generic solution to this inhomogeneous equation is already surprisingly complicated.
Let us introduce some nomenclature to denote where in a correlator logarithmic partners
of a primary are inserted by writing
hΨ(h1;k1)(z1)Ψ(h2;k2)(z2) . . . Ψ(hn;kn)(zn)i = Gk1,k2,...kn(z1, z2, . . . zn) . (2.5)












An explicit solution can be found in a hierarchical way, starting with the two-point func-
tion of proper primary elds, G0,0(z1, z2). The conformal Ward identities then reduce to
the common CFT case with the well-known solution
hh1(z1)h2(z2)i = D(h1;0)(h2;0)δh1,h2(z1 − z2)−h1−h2 . (2.7)
However, to be consistent with insertion of an OPE, the constant must satisfy D(h;0)(h;0) =
C
(0;0)
(h;0)(h;0)E(0;0) = 0, due to our results on the one-point functions. Hence, G0,0(z1, z2) = 0
and, moreover, E(h;0) = 0 for h 6= 0 since the form of the two-point function does not admit
contributions from other one-point functions. We conclude that the only non-vanishing
one-point function of elds in Jordan cells is hΨ(0;r(0)−1)i.
We can go on and consider G1,0(z1, z2) next. The Ward identities now yield an addi-
tional term proportional to G0,0, which luckily vanishes as just shown. Therefore, we can
conclude that G1,0 is non-zero, if and only if E(0;1) is non-zero, i.e. if and only if r−1 = 1.
Going on in this manner, we nally arrive at the general statement
hΨ(h1;k)(z1)Ψ(h2;0)(z2)i = hΨ(h1;0)(z1)Ψ(h2;k)(z2)i = δh1,h2δk,r−1D(h1,h1;r−1)  (z12)−2h1 ,
(2.8)
which does not depend on which of the two elds is the eld of maximal J-level. It is
more complicated to compute two-point functions where both elds have J-level larger
zero, except when the Jordan rank is r = 2. Then the only other possibility is G1,1(z1, z2),
where the Ward identities yield contributions proportional to G1,0 = G0,1 with solution
hΨ(h;1)(z1)Ψ(h;1)(z2)i = (z12)−2h[D(h,h;2) − 2D(h,h;1) log(z12)].
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When generalizing to arbitrary rank Jordan cells, the following picture emerges for
the two-point functions: The structure constants depend only on the total J-level, i.e.
D(h;k)(h;l) = D(h;k0)(h;l0)  D(h,h;k+l) for k+l = k0+l0, and they vanish, if the total J-level is
less than the rank of the vacuum representation, i.e. D(h;k)(h;l) = 0 for k+ l+1 < r(h = 0).
Another consequence is that the only non-vanishing one-point function of type E(h;k)
is E(h=0;r(h=0)−1). This, in turn, implies that a logarithmic CFT is only consistently
possible, if the vacuum representation is a Jordan cell representation of maximal rank
r(h = 0)  r(h) 8h 6= 0. We then say that the LCFT has rank r. Putting things together,












where we have indicated the implicit condition h1 = h2 and where for a rank r LCFT
all constants D(h,h;k) = 0 for k < r − 1. In this way, the two-point functions dene
for each possible conformal weight h matrices G(2)k1,k2 of size r(h)  r(h). However, these
matrices depend only on 2r(h) − r yet undetermined constants D(h,h;k), r − 1  k 
2r(h) − 2. Moreover, all entries above the anti-diagonal are zero. This last property, i.e.
that D(h,h;k) = 0 for k < r − 1, is due to the one-point functions since
D(h,h;k) =
1










C(h,h,0;k+r−1) for r − 1  k < 2r − 1 ,
0 else .
(2.10)
Note that the three-point structure constants do, in eect, only depend on the total J-
level, as we have tried to indicate in our notation. The special form of the two-point
structure constant matrices ensures that they are always invertible.
II.3. Three-point Functions
The three-point functions can be xed along the same lines, although the procedure is
now more complicated. For each triplet h1, h2, h3 of conformal weights, we nd a set of
r(h1) r(h2) r(h3) functions Gk1,k2,k3(z1, z2, z3). From now on we will restrict ourselves
to the case where r(h) = r for all Jordan cells in the LCFT. We will see shortly that
otherwise no consistent denition of OPEs seems possible. With this restriction, we can
collect the set of three-point functions into r matrices, each of size r  r, namely the
matrices (G(3)k1 )k2,k3.
A closed formula of the type as given above for the two-point function is extremely


























The corresponding formula for the two-point function can be rewritten in the same manner
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which evaluates to exactly the form given in (2.9). Note that again the yet free struc-
ture constants depend only on the total J-level. This agrees with what one might expect
from the total symmetry of the three-point structure constants under permutations. Dif-
ferentiation with respect to the conformal weights reproduces precisely the logarithmic
contributions to satisfy the inhomogeneous Ward identities.
These expressions can be made even more suggestive, if one treats the structure con-
stants as (analytic) functions of the conformal weights. This is actually true in the case of
minimal models, where all structure constants can be given explicitly as functions of the











allows to rewrite (2.11) entirely in terms of derivatives with respect to the conformal
weights. Here, C(h1,h2,h3;r−1) is then the pure, not dierentiated, structure constant.
III. Operator Product Expansions
With the complete set of two- and three-point functions at hand, we can now proceed
to determine the operator product expansions in their generic form. To do this, we
rst consider the asymptotic limit limz1!z2 G
(3)
k1,k2,k3
(z1, z2, z3) and dene the matrices
(G(3)k1 )k2,k3 in this limit. This essentially amounts to replacing z13 by z23. Next, we take
the two-point functions G(2)k1,k2(z2, z3), collect them into a matrix (G
(2))k1,k2 and invert






yields matrices (C h3(h1;k1),h2)
k3
k2
encoding all the OPEs of the eld Ψ(h1;k1)(z) with elds
of arbitrary J-level. An immediate consequence of (3.1) is now that associativity of the
operator algebra can only hold if the rank of all Jordan cells is equal. Indeed, assuming
the contrary, the matrices (G(3)k )lm were not always square matrices, and the rank of the
matrices (G(2))kl would depend on the conformal weight. It is now easy to see that the








cannot anylonger hold, since the matrices on both sides of the equation were not always
of equal rank. In eect, associativity can only be kept if the ranks of the Jordan cells
appearing implicitly on both sides of the equation can consistently be restricted to the
minimal rank of the product matrices. This minimal rank will automatically dene the
maximal rank of the LCFT under consideration. This justies our earlier restriction.
To see, how this formula works, we will give a mroe explicit version of (3.1). Let us de-
note the complete set of two{point functions as h`, ki = G(2)`,k(z2, z3) = hΨ(h;`)(z2)Ψ(h;k)(z3)i
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and correspondingly the three-point functions as h`, k1, k2i = limz1!z2 G(3)k1,k2,`(z1, z2, z3) =
limz1!z2hΨ(h1;k1)(z1)Ψ(h2;k2)(z2)Ψ(h;`)(z3)i, all essentially given by formulae (2.9) and





























hr − 1, 0i . . . hr − 1, k − 1i hr − s, k1, k2i hr − 1, k + 1i . . . hr − 1, r − 1i

Ψ(h;k)(z2) ,
which in passing also proves that the matrix of two-point functions can be inverted without
problems. Of course, the denominator is written here in a particularly symmetric way, it
equals hj, r− 1− jir for any 0  j  r− 1. Note that the only non-zero entries above the
anti-diagonal stem from the inserted column of three-point functions. The formula (3.1)
or (3.3) respectively are the sought after generalization of (1.3) to the case of logarithmic
CFTs.















































Note that, for instance, the OPE of a proper primary with its logarithmic partner neces-
sarily receives two contributions. One might naively have expected that proper primary
elds do not change the J-level, although already the OPE of the stress-energy tensor
with a logarithmic eld will have an additional term involving the primary eld. Later
we will give a complete non-trivial example, namely the full set of generic OPE forms for
a LCFT with rank four Jordan cells.
But before doing so, we want to remark on the question of locality. The two- and
three-point functions and the OPEs can easily be brought into a form for a local LCFT
constructed out of left- and right-chiral half. The rule for this is simply to replace each
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log(zij) by log jzij j2, and to replace each power (zij)µij by jzij j2µij . This yields a LCFT
where all elds have the same holomorphic and anti-holomorphic scaling dimensions and
the same J-level. Such an ansatz automatically satises both, the holomorphic as well
as the anti-holomorphic Ward identities, if z and z are formally treated as independent
variables. It is important to note, however, that the resulting full amplitudes do not
factorize into holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts. This is a well known feature of
LCFTs. For example, the OPE equation (3.6) would read in its full form
























with an obvious abbreviation for the structure constants. The reader is encouraged to
convince herself of both, that on one hand this does indeed not factorize into holomorphic
and anti-holomorphic parts, but that on the other hand this does satisfy the full set of
conformal Ward identities.
III.1. Fermionic Fields
Let us now concentrate on the best known case of a rank r = 2 LCFT, i.e. where the
maximal rank of Jordan cells is two. An example is provided by the c = −2 theory as
for example described in [28]. Logarithmic operators, which together with their proper
primary partners span the Jordan cells, are created by the operator ~I(z) = Ψ(0;1)(z). As
long as no twist elds are considered, we can construct all elds in terms of a pair of
anticommuting scalar θ elds with mode expansion





where α 2 fg. This mode expansion is valid in the untwisted sector (periodic boundary
conditions), where n 2 Z. In the twisted sector (antiperiodic boundary conditions) n 2
Z + 12 , and no zero modes are present. The anticommutation relations read for the case
α 6= β in both sectors
fθα,n, θβ,mg = 1nδn+m,0 for n 6= 0 ,
fθα,0, θβ,0g = 0 , fξα, ξβg = 0 , fξα, θβ,0g = 1 , (3.9)
with all other anticommutators vanishing. Note that the ξ modes become the creation
operators for logarithmic states. It is easy to see that proper primary elds do not possess
any of the ξ zero modes, while logarithmic elds possess precisely the zero mode contri-
bution 12ε
αβξαξβ. Since the ξ modes do anticommute, we call elds with just one ξ zero
mode fermionic, and elds which are quadratic in ξ bosonic. This coincides with the fact
that for c = −2 all logarithmic elds and all proper primary elds have integer conformal
weights. However, nothing prohibits us from considering the elds θα(z) themselves which
also have zero conformal weight, but are fermionic. Many of the above arguments remain
valid when we consider correlation functions involving θ elds. A further restriction is
that the total number of θ elds must be even, since otherwise the correlation function
vanishes identically. The reason is that consistency with the anti-commutation relations
enforces to put hξ+i = hξ−i = 0. Only when the total number of θ elds is even, do we
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have a chance that a term ξ+ξ− will survive after contraction. Moreover, the number of
θ+ and θ− elds must be equal, since otherwise θ,0 zero modes will survive.
Correlation functions involving fermionic elds can be computed along the same lines
as set out above. The only dierence is that the action of the Virasoro algebra on fermionic
elds does not have an o-diagonal part. However, the OPE of two fermionic elds
produces a logarithm, i.e.
θα(z)θβ(0) = εαβ

~I(0) + (1 + log z)I(0)

. (3.10)
This follows on general grounds, since hθα(z)θβ(w)i = εαβ such that a three-point function
of two fermionic and one logarithmic eld necessarily involves a logarithm. The argument
remains valid in the general rank two case and elds of arbitrary scaling dimension. Each
Jordan cell is extended by two fermionic sectors such that we have the four elds Ψ(h;0),
Ψ(h;1), and Ψ(h;). It is then an easy task to compute all their OPEs from the two- and
three-point functions
hΨ(h;+)(z1)Ψ(h;−)(z2)i = ε+−D(h,h;)(z12)−2h ,
hΨ(h;0)(z1)Ψ(h;1)(z2)i = D(h,h;1)(z12)−2h ,
hΨ(h;1)(z1)Ψ(h;1)(z2)i = (D(h,h;2) − 2D(h,h;1) log z12)(z12)−2h ,
hΨ(h1;0)(z1)Ψ(h2;0)(z2)Ψ(h3;1)(z3)i = C(h1,h2,h3;1)(z12)h3−h1−h2(z13)h2−h1−h3(z23)h1−h2−h3 ,
hΨ(h1;0)(z1)Ψ(h2;+)(z2)Ψ(h3;−)(z3)i = ε+−C(h1;0)(h2,h3;)Π(zij)hk−hi−hj ,
hΨ(h1;0)(z1)Ψ(h2;1)(z2)Ψ(h3;1)(z3)i = (C(h1,h2,h3;2) − 2C(h1,h2,h3;1) log z23)Π(zij)hk−hi−hj ,
hΨ(h1;1)(z1)Ψ(h2;+)(z2)Ψ(h3;−)(z3)i = ε+−(C(h1;0)(h2,h3;)(log z23 − log z12 − log z13)
+ C(h1;1)(h2,h3;))Π(zij)
hk−hi−hj ,
hΨ(h1;1)(z1)Ψ(h2;1)(z2)Ψ(h3;1)(z3)i = (C(h1,h2,h3;3) − C(h1,h2,h3;2)(log z12 + log z13 + log z23)
+ 2C(h1,h2,h3;1)(log z12 log z13 + log z12 log z23 + log z13 log z23
− 12 log2 z12 − 12 log2 z13 − 12 log2 z23))Π(zij)hk−hi−hj ,
and permutations. Note that we have explicitly indicated the antisymmetry under ex-
changing the order of the fermionic elds. These results agree in the special case where all
hi = 0 with the explicit calculations for the c = −2 LCFT by Kausch [34]. The singular



























C(h1;1)(h2,h;) − C(h1;0)(h2,h,) log(z12)
D(h2,h;)
(z12)h−h1−h2Ψ(h;)(z2) .
The above statement shows that rank two LCFTs naturally allow for fermionic elds. It
has been suggested by [61] to formally collect these quadruplets of elds in \superelds"
Ψh(z, η+, η−) of N =2 Grassmann variables such that
Ψh(z, η+, η−) = Ψ(h;0)(z) + η+Ψ(h;−)(z) + η−Ψ(h;+)(z) + η+η−Ψ(h;1)(z) , (3.12)
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which in the c = −2 case resembles the ξ zero mode contributions. It is tempting to
conjecture that a rank k LCFT will naturally incorporate the analog of anticommuting
scalars for Zk parafermions, whose OPEs among them create logarithmic elds of accord-
ing J-levels. However, an investigation of this will be left for future work.
III.2. Twist Fields
Finally, there is one more sort of elds which may occur in LCFTs. In the standard
c = −2 example, the two elds µ(z) and σ(z) with conformal weights hµ = −1/8 and
hσ = 3/8 respectively, are not yet accounted for. These elds are twist elds. They can
be treated much along the same lines as fermionic elds. The dierence is that their mode
expansion is in Z + ι with a certain rational ι depending on the boundary conditions and
the ramication number of the twists. The elds µ and σ are Z2 twists. Despite the
dierence in the mode expansion, twist elds behave quite similar to the (para-)fermionic
elds mentioned above. In particular, their two-point functions are non-zero if and only
if they involve a twist χι and its antitwist χι , which resembles the fact that for fermionic
elds only the two-point function of two dierent fermions is non-zero. Higher twist elds
are then analogous to parafermions.
To emphasize the common features of fermionic and twist elds, we contrast their
possible two- and three-point functions with the ones for fermionic elds (there are no
non-vanishing two- or three-point functions involving both, fermionic and twist elds,
simultaneously). The notation ι means the anti-twist 1 − ι with respect to ι, and one
always has hι = hι . The only nontrivial two-point function then reads
hχι(z1)χι(z2)i = Dιι(z12)−2hι (3.13)
with Dιι = Dιι. Note that in contrast to the fermionic elds, twist elds are symmetric.
The three-point functions are easily computed and the results are
hΨ(h1;0)Ψ(h2;k0)χι3i = 0 ,
hΨ(h1;0)χι2χι3i = δι3,ι2C(h1,0)ι2ι3Π(zij)hk−hi−hj ,
hΨ(h1;1)χι2χι3i = δι3,ι2(C(h1,1)ι2ι3 + C(h1,0)ι2ι3(log z23 − log z12 − log z13))Π(zij)hk−hi−hj ,
hχι1χι2χι3i = (δι3,ι1+ι2 + δι3,1−ι1−ι2)Cι1ι2ι3Π(zij)hk−hi−hj ,
hΨ(h1;1)Ψ(h2;1)χι3i = C(h1,h2;2)ι3Π(zij)hk−hi−hj .
Note that some of the introduced constants may be zero, e.g. Cι1ι2ι3 = 0 whenever the
three twists do not add up to an integer. Most remarkably is perhaps the fact that
hΨ(h1;1)Ψ(h2;1)χι3i might be non-zero. This does not happen in the c = −2 theory, since
it implies that the OPE of two logarithmic elds has a contribution





χι(0) + . . . , (3.14)
which is not the case in the c = −2 theory. However, already the next theory in the cp,1
series of LCFTs, namely the c3,1 = −7 model, shows precisely this feature, where the
fusion rule of the h = 0 logarithmic eld with itself involves the twist eld with h = −13
on the right hand side. Since the main focus of this paper lies on logarithmic elds, we


































where in the last two equations ι0 6= ι. As remarked above, some of the structure
constants may vanish, as they do in the c = −2 LCFT. One sees that even the simple
rank two case gets quite complicated and needs a cumbersome notation. The situation is
slightly better in the particular case for the c = −2 theory where all amplitudes involving
upto four twist elds as well as amplitudes with an arbitrary number of fermionic elds
were computed in [34].
III.3. A Non-trivial Example
Finally, we wish to present a fully worked out non-trivial example in order to demonstrate
that even the generic structure of OPEs in arbitrary rank LCFTs is indeed more com-
plicated than naively thought. Therefore, we present the OPEs for a rank four LCFT.
Although all explicitly known LCFTs such as c = −2 and all the other cp,1 models [27, 16],
or certain non-trivial c = 0 models [29, 30] are only rank two LCFTs, there are many in-
dications that higher rank LCFTs exist. For instance, null-vectors for higher rank LCFTs
have been noted in the latter two referecnes in [16], and general considerations on higher
rank LCFTs have been made in [23, 26]. As a rule of thumb, one can reasonably conjec-
ture that a CFT with a degenerate vacuum structure due to the existence of non-trivial
zero-modes can be extended to a logarithmic CFT, whose maximal J-level (i.e. r−1) pre-
cisely equals the number of zero-modes. Again, c = −2 is here the prime example, since
the well known bc system of conformal spins 1 and 0 can indeed be expressed in terms
of the θθ system briefly mentioned in section III.1. The c = −2 ghost system has one
crucial zero-mode such that h0j0i = 0, h0jc0j0i 6= 0. With the identication c(z) = θ(z),
b(z) = ∂θ(z), the θθ system on one hand reproduces as a subset all the correlators of the
bc system when evaluated sandwiched between hξj and j0i, and on the other hand consti-
tutes an enlarged CFT which contains logarithmic elds. As discussed above, this CFT
is logarithmic of rank two, as we would expect from the number of zero-modes. Work in
this direction will appear elsewhere [20].
In order to keep the formulae readable, we will skip all the factors (z12)h−h1−h2 as well
as all arguments of the elds. Moreover, we only denote the J-levels in the structure con-
stants ommitting all references to the conformal weights. Hence, we put Ck  C(h1,h2,h;k)
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Although this example seems tedious and lengthy, it is worth mentioning that it yields
some surprises. For instance, the careful reader will note that the OPE Ψ(h1;1)(z)Ψ(h2;2)(w)
does not contain a term proportional to log(z12)2. Of course, it is clear from general
arguments that this particular OPE may contain terms proportional to log(z12)k for k =
0, 1, 2, 3, where 3 is the total J-level involved. The fact that the square term is missing is
due to the general structure of the OPEs as required by global conformal covariance.
It is illuminating to check the following: The three-point functions can be viewed as
polynomials in the three variables ` = log(z12), λ = log(z23) and  = log(z13). The two-
13
point functions can then be seen as polynomials in the one variable λ = log(z23). Here,




ij factors. The interesting fact, which also
provides an excellent consistency check, is that the matrix product of G(3)k1,k2,k(z1, z2, z3)
with the inverse of the matrix G(2)k,k3(z2, z3) yields sums of products of polynomials, namely
(G(3)k1 [`, λ,])k2,k(G
(2)[])k,k3 = (Ck3k1+k2[`, λ,]), which always reduce for  = λ to poly-
nomials of the one variable ` only. To be more specic, the full set of two- and three-point
functions as derived in this paper is indeed consistent with the above given OPE formula.


















































yields a structure matrix with polynomial coecients solely in the variable ` = log(z12).
In our example, we may for instance look at Ψ(h1;3)Ψ(h2;3) and there at the factor in
front of the leading term Ψ(h;3) on the right hand side. This factor results from the sum
of appropriate products of the following expressions (notation as above):
hΨ(h1;3)Ψ(h2;3)Ψ(h;0)i = C6 − 2C5` + 2C4`2 − 43C3`3 ,
hΨ(h1;3)Ψ(h2;3)Ψ(h;1)i = C7 − C6(λ + )− 112C3(λ− )4 − (C6 − 2C5(λ + ))`
− (12C3(λ− )2 + 2C4(λ + ))`2 + 23(C4 + 2C3(λ + ))`3 − 34C3`4 ,
hΨ(h1;3)Ψ(h2;3)Ψ(h;2)i = C8 − C7(λ + ) + 12C6(λ + )2 − 112C4(λ− )4 + 112C3(λ + )(λ− )4
− (C7 − C6(λ + ) + C5(λ + )2 + 14C3(λ− )4)`
+ 12(C6 + C4(λ
2 + 2 + 6λ) + C3(λ + )(λ− )2)`2
− 13(C5 + 2C4(λ + ) + 12C3(5λ2 + 52 + 6λ))`3
+ 14(C4 + 3C3(λ + ))`
4 − 14C3`5 ,
hΨ(h1;3)Ψ(h2;3)Ψ(h;3)i = C9 − C8(λ + ) + 12C7(λ + )2 − 16C6(λ + )3 − 112C5(λ− )4
+ 112C4(λ + )(λ− )4 − 172(5λ2 + 52 + 2λ)(λ + )4
− (C8 − C7(λ + ) + 12C6(λ + )2 − 13C5(λ + )3 + 14C4(λ− )4 − 14C3(λ + )(λ− )4)`
+ 12(C7 − C6(λ + )−C5(λ− )2 + 13C4(λ2 + 2 − 10λ)(λ + )
− 14C3(3λ2 + 32 + 2λ)(λ − )2)`2
− 118(3C6 − 6C5(λ + )− 3C4(λ2 + 2 + 6λ− C3(7λ2 + 72 + 2λ)(λ + ))`3
− 14(13C5 + C4(λ + ))`4 + 32C3(λ + )2 + 112 (C4 + 3C3(λ + ))`5 − 572C3`6
for the three-point functions. Note that these expressions are all symmetric under the
exchange λ $  as they should be. One needs also the two-point functions for which we
have
hΨ(h;0)Ψ(h;3)i = D3 ,
hΨ(h;1)Ψ(h;3)i = D4 − 2D3λ ,
hΨ(h;2)Ψ(h;3)i = D5 − 2D4λ + 2D3λ2 ,
hΨ(h;3)Ψ(h;3)i = D6 − 2D5λ + 2D4λ2 − 43D3λ3 .
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IV. Conclusion
Taking into account the proper action of the Virasoro algebra on logarithmic elds,
i.e. working with Jordan cell representations as generalizations of irreducible highest-
weight representations [70], allows to evaluate OPEs in LCFT in a similar fashion as
in ordinary CFT. The main dierence is that each n-point function represents a full
hierarchy of conformal blocks involving s = 1, . . . , n logarithmic elds with varying J-levels
ki = 0, . . . r − 1. While in ordinary conformal eld theory it suces to know correlation
functions of primary elds only (since everything else is xed by conformal covariance),
in logarithmic CFT one needs to know the full hierarchy of rn correlations functions of
primaries and all their logarithmic partner elds. Actually, there are only rn − (n+r−2r−2 
dierent such correlation functions, since the total J-level must be at least r − 1. If one
additionally take into account, that all correlation functions with total J-level precisely
equal to the minimal value r − 1 are identical (and do not involve any logarithms), the
total number of dierent correlation functions reduces nally to rn − (n+r−1r−1 + 1.
The solution of this hierarchy can be obtained step by step, where the case with one
logarithmic eld only of maximal J-level is worked out in the same way as in ordinary CFT.
The same holds for correlation functions with several logarithmic elds, such that the total
J-level adds up to r−1. In each further step, the dierential equations, which result from
the existence of null vectors, are inhomogeneous, with the inhomogenity determined by the
conformal blocks of correlators with fewer logarithmic elds. Details on the computation
of four-point functions have been presented in the last reference in [16]. Of course, since the
OPEs are entirely determined in terms of the two- and three-point functions, the situation
is simpler. As was shown, these are { completely analogous to the case of ordinarc CFT
{ already xed upto constants by global conformal covariance. The formulae (2.9) and
(2.11) compute the full hierarchy of these functions in a direct way.
With the help of a full set of two- and three-point functions, OPEs are then simply
obtained through certain matrix products. Their non-trivial structure is essentially due to
the fact that the matrix of two-point functions must be inverted rst. The long example
shown above demonstrates that this inversion results in many additional terms and non-
trivial linear combinations of the involved structure constants which were not accounted
for in older approaches, e.g. the one taken in [61]. In particular, it is not yet clear, how
the otherwise elegant method of [61] to write correlation functions as formal power series
expansions in nilpotent conformal weights h + η, ηr = 0, can be transferred to operator
product expansions. Nonetheless, we believe that our discussion on the structure matrix
coecients in terms of polynomials might be of help here.
This lls one of the few remaining gaps to put LCFT on equal footing with better
known ordinary CFTs such as minimal models. The success of conformal eld theory
is mainly rooted in the fact that correlation functions can be computed eectively and
exactly. The basic tools to achieve this are operator product expansions and dierential
equations due to the existence of null-vectors. Now, all these tools are also available in
the logarithmic case. It is worth to mention the following dierence between the ordinary
and the logarithmic case: In the ordinary case, any OPE ΨhiΨhj one wishes to compute
depends only on two constants per primary eld Ψhk occuring on the right hand side,
namely Chihjhk and D
hkhk . This remains true even in the case of multiplets of elds of
equal conformal weight, as long as their two-point functions can be diagonalized. If this
latter situation does no longer hold, which precisely constitutes the logarithmic CFT case
[27], then things get more complicated. Now, when computing an OPE Ψ(hi;ki)Ψ(hj ;kj),
one needs for each eld from a Jordan block fΨ(hl;k)gk=0,...,r−1 occuring on the right
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hand side complete knowledge of all structure constants C(hi,hj ,hl;r−1+s) and D(hl;r−1+t)
for 0  s  ki + kj , 0  t  min(r − 1, ki + kj). Thus, for each triplet of conformal
weights (hi, hj , hl), one needs in fact 2r − 1 three-point structure constants plus r two-
point structure constants, i.e. in total 3r − 1 constants, for a rank r LCFT.
Moreover, we briefly sketched how (para-)fermionic and twist elds can be incorpo-
rated into our framework. A LCFT can be viewed as an extended ordinary CFT where
the space of states has additional sectors. In particular, we showed that any rank two
LCFT can consistently accomodate two additional fermionic sectors, and we expect that
rank r LCFTs will allow for Zr para-fermionic sectors. Furthermore, LCFTs naturally
incorporate twist elds which considerably enrich the structure of such theories. These
twist elds can be considered as the basic entities from which all other elds can be gen-
erated by successive application of operator products. Since the OPE of a twist with
its anti-twist produces, among others, a logarithmic eld, twist elds are also called pre-
logarithmic elds [46]. We expect that a more detailled and careful treatment of twist
elds in higher rank LCFTs will shed new light on the still mysterious geometric aspects
underlying logarithmic conformal eld theories (see [19] for some initial remarks on this).
Finally, one should remark that we have not yet discussed the most general case.
Within this paper, we assumed that the only non-vanishing one-point function is given by
the maximal J-level logarithmic partner of the identity, hΨ(h=0;r−1)i. However, this might
be too restrictive. In particular, a full discussion of logarithmic CFT should include the
case of boundaries with their induced spectrum of boundary operators, which possess non-
vanishing one-point functions. It would be interesting to compute boundary-boundary
OPEs and boundary-bulk OPEs in the LCFT case along the lines of our approach.
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